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Educational Objectives

� Enhance skills utilizing cytologic, radiologic 
and clinical findings during FNA immediate 
assessment and specimen triage.     

� Recognize the importance of adequate 
sampling for appropriate specimen triage sampling for appropriate specimen triage 
and present emerging tests and ancillary 
techniques.

� Identify challenging cases in the cytologic 
evaluation of FNAs requiring immediate 
assessment..



Introduction

� Laboratories across the country are 
experiencing shifts in cytopathology 
volume.  
� GYN �
� Non-GYN �� Non-GYN �
� Image guided FNAs �



� How will the laboratory adjust to the 
demands of immediate assessment 
requests by clinicians?
� Cytopathologists will rely on CTs, residents, 
and fellows and fellows 
� need to know cytomorphology of different sites 
in order to provide accurate immediate 
assessment 

� triage material for proper adjunctive testing
� Use of telecytology



Value of Specimen Adequacy 
Assessment

� Provides immediate feedback 
� need for additional passes
� preliminary diagnosis (by cytopathologist only)

� Reports show high concordance between on-site immediate 
diagnosis and final diagnosis (80%-100%)

� Time/cost savings
� Avoid repeat procedures (expense for institution and 
patient)
Avoid repeat procedures (expense for institution and 
patient)

� Adequate assessment performed by CT frees MD to perform 
other duties

� Customer satisfaction (clinician and patient)
� FNA dx within 24 hours of procedure
� Reduces patient anxiety
� Avoid repeat visit for inadequate specimens or to procure 
more material for additional studies and incurred costs



Limitations

� Time consuming procedures
� Avg time for a MD to be present and provide 
specimen ADQ assessment reported between 35-57 
minutes

� timing of pages

� Time is money� Time is money
� Immediate on-site interpretations insufficiently 
compensated by Medicare

� Cost of providing specimen assessment CT < MD 
� Wotruba  et al showed potential savings = $306,652.35

� CT can only provide specimen adequacy not 
prelim interpretation



Elements for Success

� Good aspirator
� Trained cytologist

� good smear preparation
� proper fixation of cytologic material for other preparations
� knowledgeable with morphology of a variety of FNA sites
� competent to provide adequacy assessment

� Effective communication between operator and cytologist � Effective communication between operator and cytologist 
including:
� provision of clinical and radiological impression BEFORE 
procedure

� relevant clinical history (prior documented malignancy, 
therapy, other relevant disease)

� Minimize wasted time
� Timing of pages
� Share schedule of procedures



Issues affecting success…

� Sampling issues due to nature of lesion
� Small lesions
� Dense, fibrotic lesions
� Location of lesion (deep)
� Marked inflammatory or necrotic lesions 
Necrotic-centered lesions
Marked inflammatory or necrotic lesions 

� Necrotic-centered lesions
� Vascular lesions
� Cystic lesions

� Poor technical specimen preparation
� Uneven smearing
� Inadequate air-drying for DQ smears
� Inappropriate fixation



Issues affecting success…(cont’d)

� Training of cytologist
� may take time for cytologist to feel comfortable with 
this activity 

� Working with Radiologists vs Surgeons
� provision of specimen ADQ during FNAs is new activity 
for cytologists who historically work independently with 
their microscopestheir microscopes

� must learn how to work and communicate effectively 
with other health care staff during operative 
procedures

� Pressure on CT by clinicians/radiologists to share 
what they think diagnosis is 
� “I know you can’t say but what do you think?”

� It happens …we make a mistake and think a case is 
ADQ when it is not….usually rare



Critical steps of FNA

1. Collection of pertinent clinical data

2. Needle sampling of abnormality

3. Specimen preparation and staining

Microscopic evaluation/interpretation4. Microscopic evaluation/interpretation

5. Communication and reporting



TEAM

Clinician

Radiologist Pathologist



Imaging Modalities

� Computerized axial tomography (Cat Scan/CT)

� Ultra-sound

� Endoscopic U/S guided 

� Endobronchial U/S guided (EBUS)� Endobronchial U/S guided (EBUS)

� Fluoroscopy real-time imaging

� Electromagnetic Navigation Bronchoscopy® 
(ENB)™

� superDimension® 



Who can provide specimen adequacy 
assessment?

� Cytopathologist

� Cytology fellow

� Cytotechnologist
specimen adequacy ONLY � specimen adequacy ONLY 

� NO preliminary interpretation / diagnosis



CTs and FNA Specimen Adequacy 
Assessment?

� Burlingame O, Cibas E, Silverman S.
� 94% accuracy rate  by CTs

� 2956/3154 unequivocally benign or malignant cytology cases for 10 
CTs

� � accuracy rate for liver FNAs (97%) vs kidney (90%)
� imaging method showed no effect on accuracy

Redman R, Zalaznick H, Mazzaferri EL, Massoli NA.� Redman R, Zalaznick H, Mazzaferri EL, Massoli NA.
� 97% MD specimen accuracy  vs 93% CTs for thyroid FNAs

� Wotruba A, Stewart J, Scheberl, Selvaggi SM. 
� 98.8% concordance rate between CT and MD for ADQ 
assessments (based on 167 thyroid FNAs)

� 5 CTs and 3 MDs
� History reviewed prior to FNA and forwarded to MD
� CT calls MD for prelim dx ONLY on cases with increased chance of 
malignancy OR difficult cases (i.e. high cellularity, microfollicular 
arrangements, intranuclear inclusions observed)



Equipment & Supplies 
Required

� 22-25 gauge or smaller 
needle

� Syringe (10 ml)
� Gauze
� Band- aids
� Local anesthetic (lidocaine)

FNA gun

� Microscope (dual-head nice for 
teaching!)

� Stains
� Slides (regular/charged 

slides)
� Pencil, pen, markers
� Cytology fixatives (and other 

fixatives if procuring 
� FNA gun

� Paperwork
� Test requisition form
� Time out checklist
� Procedure note form

fixatives if procuring 
material for ancillary 
studies)
� Cytolyt
� 95% Ethanol
� Formalin (core biopsies, cell 

blocks)
� RPMI, saline (Flow Cytometry)

� Containers to transport 
slides (slide holders, trays, 
etc.)

� Paper towels





Stains for Immediate Assessment

� Diff Quik (DQ)
� Modified-Romanowsky stain
� Rapid procedure
� Requires air-drying

� Reports that using a small fan to dry slides can � Reports that using a small fan to dry slides can 
reduce drying time as much as 70%

� Highlights cell architecture, background 
matrix material, organisms and cytoplasmic 
contents

� Ultrafast Papanicolaou stain
� Others?



Stains for Immediate Assessment

� Ultrafast Papanicolaou stain
� 90 second polychromatic stain 

� transparent preparations and crisp nuclear 
detailsdetails

� Re-hydration of air-dried smears

� Others?



Common Ancillary Studies
Performed on Cytology Material

� Immunocytochemistry
� Special stains (GMS, AFB)
� Microbiology 
� Flow cytometry
Electron microscopy� Electron microscopy

� Image analysis
� Cytogenetics
� Molecular diagnostic tests

� FISH
� PCR



FNA Billing

� 10021-2, performance of FNA 
� 88172 immediate adequacy evaluation

� 88177 immediate adequacy evaluation of additional 
passes

� 88173 interpretation and report
� + 88305 cell block� + 88305 cell block
� + 88342 immunochemical stains
� + 88312 special stains

� Proper documentation required in report and 
medical record to bill appropriately!

� Consult with your compliance department!



Use of Telecytology for Immediate 
Assessment



� Reports of 97% - 100% diagnostic 
concordance between real-time on-site and 
telecytology interpretations

� Pros:
Less time and travel commitment required by 

Use of Telecytology for Immediate 
Assessment

� Less time and travel commitment required by 
pathologist

� Minimal disruption to those viewing image
� Enhanced capability to have multiple 
simultaneous reviewers for consensus opinion, 
if required



Issues with Telecytology
�Initial validation required

–individual performance
–interobserver variability
– diagnostic pitfalls unique to telecytology vs actual 

slide viewing 
� User-related issues� User-related issues

– field of view selection by on-site user
– certain FNA sites may be more difficult to assess

� Hardware / Software / IT Network
-uncontrollable stage by remote viewer

�Workflow
�Cost



Part II: Challenging Case 
PresentationsPresentations



Case 1Case 1
� 64 year old female

� Recently dx’d stage IV lung ca with brain 
involvement

� For 6 months, patient developed tenderness 
in neck and found to have cervical adenopathy in neck and found to have cervical adenopathy 
on self-examination; patient did not seek  
appropriate medical attention.

� Enlarged, palpable supraclavicular lymph node

� FNA of supraclavicular lymph node performed 
by pathologist



FNA: Supraclavicular lymph node, Diff Quik stain



FNA: Supraclavicular lymph node, Diff Quik stain



Adequate?



FNA: Supraclavicular lymph node, H&E stain



FNA: Supraclavicular lymph node, cell block H&E stain



Ancillary Tests?

Differential Diagnosis?Differential Diagnosis?



4A4(P63)

TTF-1



Satisfactory for evaluation. 
Positive for malignant cells.
Adenocarcinoma. 

Supraclavicular lymph node FNA:

Adenocarcinoma. 

Immunohistochemical stains:
(+) CK-7, TTF-1 & napsin
(-) CK20, 4A4 (p63)



ACA vs SQC ?ACA vs SQC ?

Do we have to distinguish Do we have to distinguish 
between these tumor types?between these tumor types?



What exactly has changed?What exactly has changed?
Discovery of activating mutations inDiscovery of activating mutations in
EGFREGFR kinase domain in lung cancerskinase domain in lung cancers--specifically adenocarcinomasspecifically adenocarcinomas

2004



Use of cytologic material for Use of cytologic material for 
mutationalmutational analysis in lung canceranalysis in lung cancer

�� EGFR/KRAS (ALK)EGFR/KRAS (ALK) most frequently most frequently 
studiedstudied

�� FNA FNA cell blocks, fluids, archival slides cell blocks, fluids, archival slides 
all used successfullyall used successfullyall used successfullyall used successfully

�� Touch Touch preps done to ascertain the preps done to ascertain the 
adequacy of core biopsy material for adequacy of core biopsy material for 
studies, protocols, studies, protocols, etcetc



Molecular Molecular 
TestingTesting

Exon 19 deletion



Recent developments of  targeted therapies in the treatment of  non-small cell lung cancer.

Rossi A, Maione P, Colantuoni G, Ferrara C, Rossi E, Guerriero C, Nicolella D, Falanga M, 

Palazzolo G, Gridelli C.

Curr Drug Discov Technol. 2009 Jun;6(2):91-102. Review.



Case 2

� 68 year-old woman

� Smoker

� Recently diagnosed with stage IV 
breast cancerbreast cancer

� Now presents with liver and lung lesions

� Right lower lobe lung mass - 8cm & 3 cm 
mediastinal mass

� Lung, right lower lobe, fine needle 
aspiration







FNA: Lung, Diff Quik stain



FNA: Lung, Diff Quik stain



FNA: Lung, Diff Quik stain



Adequate?



FNA: Lung, Pap stain



FNA: Lung, Pap stain



Ancillary Tests?

Differential Diagnosis?Differential Diagnosis?



FNA: Lung, Cell block, H&E stain



FNA: Lung, Thin Prep, Pap stain



Right lung, Right lung, CTCT--guided fine needle guided fine needle 
aspiration:aspiration:

Positive for malignant cells. Squamous cell Positive for malignant cells. Squamous cell 
carcinoma. carcinoma. 



Lung, right biopsy: 
H & E stain



Lung, right biopsy: 
H & E stain



Needle biopsy, right lung mass:Needle biopsy, right lung mass:

Squamous cell carcinoma, moderately Squamous cell carcinoma, moderately 
differentiated with extensive differentiated with extensive 
necrosis.necrosis.necrosis.necrosis.



Shoulder, left 
excision: H&E stain



Shoulder, left 
excision: H&E stain



Infiltrating moderately differentiated Infiltrating moderately differentiated 
carcinoma involving dermis and carcinoma involving dermis and 
subcutaneous tissue and c/w skin subcutaneous tissue and c/w skin 

Shoulder left excision:Shoulder left excision:

subcutaneous tissue and c/w skin subcutaneous tissue and c/w skin 
satellite nodule.satellite nodule.



� Lung cancer leading cause cancer 
deaths in men and women in U.S. and 
world

� Squamous cell carcinoma 2nd most 
common type of lung Ca (30%)

Squamous Cell Carcinoma of LungSquamous Cell Carcinoma of Lung

� Squamous cell carcinoma 2 most 
common type of lung Ca (30%)

� Risk factors include tobacco use, 
asbestos, TB, COPD, radon and 
second hand smoke exposure



FNA LungFNA Lung

�� diagnostic sensitivity ~ 75diagnostic sensitivity ~ 75--95%95%

�� specificity 95specificity 95--100%100%

�� costcost--effectiveeffective

most classification errors PDA most classification errors PDA –– PDSQPDSQ�� most classification errors PDA most classification errors PDA –– PDSQPDSQ



F/NF/N

�� primarily due to primarily due to inadequate samplinginadequate sampling
�� MissMiss

�� Sampling reactive zone around tumorSampling reactive zone around tumor

�� Extensive fibrosis / necrosisExtensive fibrosis / necrosis�� Extensive fibrosis / necrosisExtensive fibrosis / necrosis

�� Infiltrating nonInfiltrating non--solid solid tumorstumors

Benign FNA result does not completely Benign FNA result does not completely 
exclude malignancyexclude malignancy

�� ~ 1/3 ~ 1/3 �� eventually proven malignancyeventually proven malignancy



F/PF/P

�� Marked reactive atypia of alveolar, Marked reactive atypia of alveolar, 
bronchial metaplastic cells, mesothelial bronchial metaplastic cells, mesothelial 
cellscellscellscells

�� XRAXRA

�� Chemical Chemical InjuryInjury



Normal Cells

�� Benign bronchial cells Benign bronchial cells 

�� HSCHSC

�� also:also:
Collapsed lungCollapsed lung�� Collapsed lungCollapsed lung

�� FatFat

�� MuscleMuscle

� Mesothelial Cells



FNA: lung, Diff quik stain: Poorly-differentiated SQC



Case 3

� 50 year-old woman
� Heavy smoking history
Lung, left lower lobe, CT-guided � Lung, left lower lobe, CT-guided 
fine needle aspiration





FNA: Lung, Diff Quik stain



FNA: Lung, LLL, macrophage distended by 
ingested material, Diff Quik stain



FNA: Lung, Diff Quik stain

Round 
bodies of 
varying 
size



Adequate?



On an alcohol-fixed, Pap stained smear, there is artifactual air 
retention, creating a refractile or “corn flake” appearance



Ancillary Tests?

Differential Diagnosis?Differential Diagnosis?



FNA: Lung, silver stain



A mucicarmine stain also highlights the 
mucinous capsule with a bright pink halo



� Yeast-like structures (5-15 microns) 
with mucinous capsules

� Reproduce by tear-drop budding

Cryptococcus neoformans

� Reproduce by tear-drop budding

� Special staining with mucicarmine-
capsule, silver stain 

� Differentials – starch crystals





Case 4Case 4

�� 48 year48 year--old womanold woman
�� Outside chest xOutside chest x--rayray
�� Right lung lesionRight lung lesion�� Right lung lesionRight lung lesion
�� Lung, right middle lobe, CTLung, right middle lobe, CT--guided, guided, 

fine needle aspiration fine needle aspiration 



BeforeBefore AfterAfter



CT CorrelationCT Correlation







Adequate?









Ancillary Tests?

Differential Diagnosis?Differential Diagnosis?



Lung, RML, CT-guided FNA:
Cell Block, Immunostains

PAX 8

CD 10 RCC



Lung, right middle lobe, CTLung, right middle lobe, CT--guided guided 
fine needle aspiration:fine needle aspiration:

Malignant tumor cells present derived from Malignant tumor cells present derived from 
metastatic renal cell carcinoma. metastatic renal cell carcinoma. 

Immunohistochemical stains:Immunohistochemical stains:

Positive: PAXPositive: PAX--8, CD 10, RCC (focal)8, CD 10, RCC (focal)

Negative:  TTFNegative:  TTF--1, Napsin A1, Napsin A



Lung, right middle lobe, core Lung, right middle lobe, core 
needle biopsy:needle biopsy:

Metastatic renal cell carcinoma.Metastatic renal cell carcinoma.

Immunohistochemical stains:Immunohistochemical stains:Immunohistochemical stains:Immunohistochemical stains:

Positive: PAXPositive: PAX--8, RCC (focal)8, RCC (focal)

Negative:  TTFNegative:  TTF--1, Napsin A1, Napsin A



Lung, right upper lobe, 
biopsy: H & E stain



Lung, right upper lobe,
biopsy: H & E stain



Lung, right upper lobe,
biopsy: PAX-8 Immunostain



CT Management of NodulesCT Management of Nodules

�� Most common benign nodules are Most common benign nodules are 
granulomas and hamartomasgranulomas and hamartomas
--Additional examples include hemangiomas, Additional examples include hemangiomas, 
necrobiotic nodules and bronchogenic cystsnecrobiotic nodules and bronchogenic cysts

�� Malignant nodulesMalignant nodules�� Malignant nodulesMalignant nodules
--Risk factors include size, age, history of Risk factors include size, age, history of 
cancer, history of smoking, cell histology and cancer, history of smoking, cell histology and 
growth rategrowth rate

�� Size > 2.5 cm is termed a massSize > 2.5 cm is termed a mass
�� Ground glass nodules tend to have a Ground glass nodules tend to have a 

slower growth rate than solid nodulesslower growth rate than solid nodules



Metastatic Disease to LungMetastatic Disease to Lung

�� Pulmonary metastases are common and Pulmonary metastases are common and 
most frequently occur with tumors that most frequently occur with tumors that 
have rich systemic venous drainage.have rich systemic venous drainage.

�� Clinical history criticalClinical history critical�� Clinical history criticalClinical history critical

�� If possible, compare to known primary If possible, compare to known primary 
tumortumor

�� Collect enough material for ancillary Collect enough material for ancillary 
studiesstudies



Metastatic Renal Cell CarcinomaMetastatic Renal Cell Carcinoma

�� Majority of cases adults > 40 yearsMajority of cases adults > 40 years

�� Occurs in inherited conditions: best known is Occurs in inherited conditions: best known is 

von Hippelvon Hippel--Lindau (VHD) disease Lindau (VHD) disease –– RCC RCC 

develops in up to 50% of affected individualsdevelops in up to 50% of affected individuals

Other risk factors: smoking, obesity, variety of Other risk factors: smoking, obesity, variety of �� Other risk factors: smoking, obesity, variety of Other risk factors: smoking, obesity, variety of 
chemical agentschemical agents

�� Metastatic RCC Metastatic RCC –– limited treatment optionslimited treatment options

�� Metastasis in lung may present as multiple Metastasis in lung may present as multiple 
nodules, solitary nodule, or diffuse infiltratenodules, solitary nodule, or diffuse infiltrate



Renal Cell CancerRenal Cell Cancer

�� Metastasize most frequently to the lung, Metastasize most frequently to the lung, 
followed by the bone and liverfollowed by the bone and liver

�� Pattern of metastasis to the lung is Pattern of metastasis to the lung is 
commonly discrete nodules commonly discrete nodules commonly discrete nodules commonly discrete nodules 
“cannonball”“cannonball”

�� Over 80 % of metastases occur within  Over 80 % of metastases occur within  
three yearsthree years

�� However, 15% of metastases occur However, 15% of metastases occur 
between 3 and 11 yearsbetween 3 and 11 years



Papillary renal cell ca Renal cell ca – chromophobe type



Part II - Challenging Case 
Presentations (Cont.)



Case 5Case 5

�� 38 year38 year--old womanold woman
�� Rule out Rule out sarcoidosissarcoidosis
Lymph node, 4R, endoscopic Lymph node, 4R, endoscopic �� Lymph node, 4R, endoscopic Lymph node, 4R, endoscopic 
bronchial ultrasoundbronchial ultrasound--guided FNAguided FNA









Adequate?Adequate?







Ancillary Tests?Ancillary Tests?

Differential Diagnosis?Differential Diagnosis?Differential Diagnosis?Differential Diagnosis?







GMS, 20x



AFB, 20x



Lymph node, 4R, endobronchial Lymph node, 4R, endobronchial 
ultrasoundultrasound--guided fine needle guided fine needle 
aspiration:aspiration:

Cellular evidence of granulomatous Cellular evidence of granulomatous 
inflammation.  Cellular evidence of lymph inflammation.  Cellular evidence of lymph 
node identified.  GMS and AFB histochemical node identified.  GMS and AFB histochemical node identified.  GMS and AFB histochemical node identified.  GMS and AFB histochemical 
stains are negative for microorganisms.  stains are negative for microorganisms.  

Cell block and cytologic preparations are Cell block and cytologic preparations are 
identified.identified.



Granulomatous InflammationGranulomatous Inflammation

�� Subtype of chronic inflammation, characterized by Subtype of chronic inflammation, characterized by 
formation of formation of granulomasgranulomas

�� Can be caused by infectious agents (TB, cat scratch Can be caused by infectious agents (TB, cat scratch 
disease, Cryptococcus disease, Cryptococcus neoformansneoformans, , CoccidiodesCoccidiodes
immitusimmitus))

�� NonNon--infectious agents infectious agents -- inorganic material (inorganic material (beryliumberylium, , 
silica, asbestos, talc, zirconium)silica, asbestos, talc, zirconium)silica, asbestos, talc, zirconium)silica, asbestos, talc, zirconium)

-- systemic diseases (systemic diseases (sarcoidosissarcoidosis, rheumatoid arthritis, , rheumatoid arthritis, 
Wegener’s Wegener’s granulomatosisgranulomatosis, , Crohn’sCrohn’s disease)disease)

GranulomaGranuloma defined by histologydefined by histology
�� epithelioidepithelioid cells at its centercells at its center
�� fusion of fusion of epithelioidepithelioid cells for FBGC cells for FBGC –– **the key feature**the key feature



Case 6Case 6

�� 50 year50 year--old womanold woman
�� Heavy smoking historyHeavy smoking history
�� Lymph node, hilar (10R), endoscopic Lymph node, hilar (10R), endoscopic �� Lymph node, hilar (10R), endoscopic Lymph node, hilar (10R), endoscopic 

bronchial ultrasoundbronchial ultrasound--guided FNAguided FNA











Adequate?







Ancillary Tests?

Differential Diagnosis?Differential Diagnosis?



TTF-1

Lymph node, hilar (10R), Lymph node, hilar (10R), 
endoscopic bronchial endoscopic bronchial 
ultrasoundultrasound--guided FNA: Cell guided FNA: Cell 
Block,  Immunohistochemical Block,  Immunohistochemical 
stainsstains

SynaptophysinCK 7



HilarHilar mass, right, endoscopic mass, right, endoscopic 
bronchial ultrasoundbronchial ultrasound--guided FNA;guided FNA;
Malignant tumor cells present derived Malignant tumor cells present derived 
from small cell carcinoma.from small cell carcinoma.from small cell carcinoma.from small cell carcinoma.

ImmunohistochemicalImmunohistochemical stains:stains:

�� SynaptophysinSynaptophysin + + 

�� CytokeratinCytokeratin 7 7 ++

�� TTFTTF--1 1 ++



Small Cell Carcinoma of LungSmall Cell Carcinoma of Lung
�� Accounts for approximately 25% of lung Accounts for approximately 25% of lung 

cancerscancers
�� Median age Median age –– 60 years, male 60 years, male 

predominancepredominance
�� Strong association with smokingStrong association with smoking�� Strong association with smokingStrong association with smoking
�� Ionizing radiation strong associationIonizing radiation strong association
�� Differential diagnoses include lymphoma Differential diagnoses include lymphoma 

and other and other neuroendocrineneuroendocrine and nonand non--
neuroendocrineneuroendocrine neoplasmsneoplasms



Arising centrally in this 
lung and spreading 
extensively is a small cell 
anaplastic carcinoma. The 
cut surface of this tumor 
has a soft, lobulated, 
white to tan appearance. white to tan appearance. 
The tumor seen here has 
caused obstruction of the 
main bronchus to left lung 
so that the distal lung is 
collapsed.



Case 7Case 7

�� 41 year41 year--old womanold woman
�� History of chest painHistory of chest pain
�� Mediastinum, anterior, CTMediastinum, anterior, CT--guided, guided, �� Mediastinum, anterior, CTMediastinum, anterior, CT--guided, guided, 

fine needle aspiration fine needle aspiration 



Chest CT is requested…



MRI is performed…



Followed by PET/CT…



Double Biopsy!







Adequate?







Ancillary Tests?

Differential Diagnosis?Differential Diagnosis?



Differential diagnosis includes:Differential diagnosis includes:

lymphoepitheliomalymphoepithelioma--like carcinoma, carcinoid like carcinoma, carcinoid 
tumor, precursor Ttumor, precursor T--lymphoblastic lymphoblastic 
lymphoma, Hodgkin’s lymphoma, thymoma, lymphoma, Hodgkin’s lymphoma, thymoma, 
thymic carcinoma and reactive lymphoid thymic carcinoma and reactive lymphoid thymic carcinoma and reactive lymphoid thymic carcinoma and reactive lymphoid 
hyperplasiahyperplasia



Mediastinum, anterior, CTMediastinum, anterior, CT--guided guided 
fine needle aspiration:fine needle aspiration:

Atypical lymphocytes present.  Please Atypical lymphocytes present.  Please 
see separate flow see separate flow cytometrycytometry and and 
concurrent core biopsy report.concurrent core biopsy report.concurrent core biopsy report.concurrent core biopsy report.



Soft tissue, anterior mediastinum,
Core needle biopsy:  H & E stain



Soft tissue, anterior mediastinum:
Immunohistochemical stains

Pancytokeratin

CD8 TdT



Soft tissue, anterior mediastinum, Soft tissue, anterior mediastinum, 
core needle biopsy:core needle biopsy:

Thymoma.  Thymoma.  

This diagnosis was rendered in conjunction This diagnosis was rendered in conjunction 
with the flow cytometry specimen. with the flow cytometry specimen. 

Sections show core needle biopsies of soft Sections show core needle biopsies of soft Sections show core needle biopsies of soft Sections show core needle biopsies of soft 
tissue with diffuse sheets of small round tissue with diffuse sheets of small round 
blue cells with scant cytoplasm that are blue cells with scant cytoplasm that are ++
for TdT, CD3, CD4 and CD8.  for TdT, CD3, CD4 and CD8.  
Pancytokeratin stain is strongly Pancytokeratin stain is strongly ++..



Soft tissue, anterior mediastinum, Soft tissue, anterior mediastinum, 
fine needle aspiration (flow fine needle aspiration (flow 
cytometry):cytometry):
Flow cytometry findings most consistent with Flow cytometry findings most consistent with 
thymoma.  thymoma.  

Cytospin shows numerous small lymphocytes as Cytospin shows numerous small lymphocytes as 
well as larger forms with high N/C ratios and well as larger forms with high N/C ratios and 
immature chromatin.  No monoclonal Bimmature chromatin.  No monoclonal B--cell cell 
well as larger forms with high N/C ratios and well as larger forms with high N/C ratios and 
immature chromatin.  No monoclonal Bimmature chromatin.  No monoclonal B--cell cell 
population is detected.  Events in the small population is detected.  Events in the small 
lymphocyte gate colymphocyte gate co--express CD4 and CD9, express CD4 and CD9, 
consistent with thymic origin, with consistent with thymic origin, with 
maturational loss of CD4 and CD8 in two maturational loss of CD4 and CD8 in two 
separate populations.  By side scatter versus separate populations.  By side scatter versus 
CD45, half of events are CD45, half of events are ++ for cytoplasmic for cytoplasmic 
TdT and CD3 and negative for CD34.  TdT and CD3 and negative for CD34.  



ThymomaThymoma

�� Rarely encountered neoplasm located in Rarely encountered neoplasm located in anterior anterior 
mediastinummediastinum. . 

�� Tumor stage is most significant prognostic Tumor stage is most significant prognostic 
factor.factor.

�� Occurs in all age groups peaks in 6Occurs in all age groups peaks in 6thth decade.decade.
No sex predilection.No sex predilection.�� No sex predilection.No sex predilection.

�� 1010--80% of patients have symptoms of 80% of patients have symptoms of 
myasthenia gravis.myasthenia gravis.

�� CytologicallyCytologically dual populations of epithelial dual populations of epithelial 
cells and lymphocytes in various proportions.cells and lymphocytes in various proportions.



Mimics of Thymoma

Teratoma

Thyroid (substernal)

“the MoMA”

“Terrible” Lymphoma

Thyroid (substernal)



Case 8Case 8

�� 65 year old female65 year old female

�� Painless jaundicePainless jaundice

�� Lymph node, left supraclavicular, USLymph node, left supraclavicular, US--
guided FNA and pancreas, head, guided FNA and pancreas, head, guided FNA and pancreas, head, guided FNA and pancreas, head, 
EUSEUS--guided FNAguided FNA



CT abdomen and pelvis is orderedCT abdomen and pelvis is ordered



Differential diagnosis for a solid pancreatic Differential diagnosis for a solid pancreatic 
mass?mass?



Pancreatic AdenocarcinomaPancreatic Adenocarcinoma

1)Hypovascular mass 
with ductal 
dilatation

2)Infiltrative, poor 
marginsmargins

3)Vascular 
encasement

4)Poor prognosis
5)Most common 
pancreatic primary

6)Seen in older males



Islet Cell TumorIslet Cell Tumor

1)Hypervascular
2)Vascular 
encasement not 
often seenoften seen

3)Insulinoma most 
common type

4)Seen with 
Zollinger-Ellison 
and MEN 1



LymphomaLymphoma

1)Usually seen with 
local spread of 
non-Hodgkin 
variantvariant

2)Associated with 
abdominal or pelvic 
adenopathy

3)Vascular 
encasement less 
common





PathologyPathology

Workup of the patient included endoscopic brushings Workup of the patient included endoscopic brushings 
and fine needle aspiration biopsies, FNA left and fine needle aspiration biopsies, FNA left 
supraclavicular lymph node, surgical biopsy of the supraclavicular lymph node, surgical biopsy of the 
left supraclavicular lymph node, and mesenteric and left supraclavicular lymph node, and mesenteric and 
pancreatic mass core biopsiespancreatic mass core biopsiespancreatic mass core biopsiespancreatic mass core biopsies



Lymph node, supraclavicular, US-guided FNA:
Diff-Quik stain





Adequate?



Lymph node, US-guided FNA:
Papanicolaou stain



Ancillary Tests?

Differential Diagnosis?Differential Diagnosis?



Lymph node, left Lymph node, left supraclavicularsupraclavicular, , 
ultrasoundultrasound--guided fine needle aspiration:guided fine needle aspiration:

No evidence of metastatic carcinoma.No evidence of metastatic carcinoma.
Cellular evidence of a mixed lymphoid population Cellular evidence of a mixed lymphoid population 
including tingible body macrophages suggestive of including tingible body macrophages suggestive of 
a reactive lymph node.a reactive lymph node.

Comment: Recommend repeat aspiration for flow Comment: Recommend repeat aspiration for flow 
cytometry or lymph node biopsy to definitively cytometry or lymph node biopsy to definitively 
exclude lymphoma if clinically indicated. exclude lymphoma if clinically indicated. 



Lymph node, left supraclavicular, 
biopsy: H & E stain



Lymph node, left supraclavicular, 
biopsy: H & E stain



Lymph node, left supraclavicular, 
biopsy: H & E stain



Lymph node, left supraclavicular, 
biopsy: BCL2 stain



Lymph node, left Lymph node, left supraclavicularsupraclavicular, , 
excisionalexcisional biopsy:biopsy:

Follicular lymphoma, grade I.Follicular lymphoma, grade I.

Comment: There is significant sclerosis in this node.  Comment: There is significant sclerosis in this node.  
Some studies suggest that sclerosis is associated Some studies suggest that sclerosis is associated Some studies suggest that sclerosis is associated Some studies suggest that sclerosis is associated 
with a shorter progression free survival.with a shorter progression free survival.

Flow cytometry (CD20/CD10/Kappa/Lambda/CD45): Flow cytometry (CD20/CD10/Kappa/Lambda/CD45): 
Atypical pattern with a subpopulation of Atypical pattern with a subpopulation of 
CD20/10/Kappa positive cells which comprise at CD20/10/Kappa positive cells which comprise at 
most 5% of total events in the specimen.most 5% of total events in the specimen.



Pancreas, head, endoscopic 
ultrasound-guided fine needle 
aspiration: Diff-Quik stain



Adequate?





Pancreas, EUS-guided FNA:
Cell Block, hematoxylin & eosin stain



Ancillary Tests?

Differential Diagnosis?Differential Diagnosis?



Pancreas, head, endoscopic ultrasoundPancreas, head, endoscopic ultrasound--
guided fine needle aspiration:guided fine needle aspiration:

Rare atypical cells present.  Rare atypical cells present.  



Soft tissue, mesenteric “lymph 
node”, biopsy: H & E stain



Soft tissue, mesenteric “lymph 
node”, biopsy: H & E stain



Soft tissue, mesenteric “lymph node”, 
biopsy : Immunohistochemical stains

CD20

CD79a Ki67



Soft tissue, mesenteric “lymph node”, Soft tissue, mesenteric “lymph node”, 
biopsy:biopsy:

Large BLarge B--cell lymphomacell lymphoma

Comment: Sections of part B show adipose tissue that is diffusely Comment: Sections of part B show adipose tissue that is diffusely 
infiltrated by large atypical lymphocytes without any nodal infiltrated by large atypical lymphocytes without any nodal 
architecture nor lymph node capsule seen.  The neoplastic architecture nor lymph node capsule seen.  The neoplastic 
cells are strongly positive for CD79a and CD20, consistent cells are strongly positive for CD79a and CD20, consistent 
with Bwith B--cell origin, and are negative for pancytokeratin, cell origin, and are negative for pancytokeratin, 
cells are strongly positive for CD79a and CD20, consistent cells are strongly positive for CD79a and CD20, consistent 
with Bwith B--cell origin, and are negative for pancytokeratin, cell origin, and are negative for pancytokeratin, 
synaptophysin, CD56, chromogranin, and p53.  The synaptophysin, CD56, chromogranin, and p53.  The 
proliferation fraction by Ki67 is high (>90%).  proliferation fraction by Ki67 is high (>90%).  

(A) Soft tissue, “pancreas”, biopsy:(A) Soft tissue, “pancreas”, biopsy:
Fibroadipose tissue with minute focus of small mature Fibroadipose tissue with minute focus of small mature 

lymphocytes, cannot exclude lowlymphocytes, cannot exclude low--grade lymphoma.grade lymphoma.

(C) Soft tissue, “lymph nodes”, mesenteric, biopsy:(C) Soft tissue, “lymph nodes”, mesenteric, biopsy:
No malignancy seen.No malignancy seen.



Follicular LymphomaFollicular Lymphoma

�� 20% of all lymphomas20% of all lymphomas
�� M:F=1:1.7, median age 6M:F=1:1.7, median age 6thth decade, rare under the decade, rare under the 

age of 20age of 20
�� Predominantly involves lymph nodes, but can be Predominantly involves lymph nodes, but can be 

extranodal, more often in widespread diseaseextranodal, more often in widespread disease
�� Derived from follicle center/germinal center BDerived from follicle center/germinal center B--cells cells �� Derived from follicle center/germinal center BDerived from follicle center/germinal center B--cells cells 

with both centrocytes (small) and centroblasts with both centrocytes (small) and centroblasts 
(large)(large)

�� Graded based on number of large cells per HPF Graded based on number of large cells per HPF 
(grade 1(grade 1--2 low, grade 3 high) and follicular 2 low, grade 3 high) and follicular 
versus diffuse patternversus diffuse pattern

�� Most patients present with widespread disease, but Most patients present with widespread disease, but 
otherwise asymptomaticotherwise asymptomatic



Follicular LymphomaFollicular Lymphoma

�� Any area of DLBCL is reported as the primary Any area of DLBCL is reported as the primary 
diagnosis with estimate of amount of FL and diagnosis with estimate of amount of FL and 
DLBCLDLBCL

�� ImmunohistochemistryImmunohistochemistry: B: B--cell markers (CD20, cell markers (CD20, 
CD79a, etc.), BCL2, BCL6, CD10CD79a, etc.), BCL2, BCL6, CD10CD79a, etc.), BCL2, BCL6, CD10CD79a, etc.), BCL2, BCL6, CD10

�� Genetics: t(14;18) with BCL2 rearrangements Genetics: t(14;18) with BCL2 rearrangements 
(not all cases)(not all cases)

�� Prognosis: Grade 1Prognosis: Grade 1--2 indolent (72% 52 indolent (72% 5--year year 
survival), Grade 3 more aggressive but survival), Grade 3 more aggressive but 
treatable by chemotherapy, transformation to treatable by chemotherapy, transformation to 
DLBCL poor prognosis (25DLBCL poor prognosis (25--35% of patients)35% of patients)



Case 9Case 9

�� 57 year57 year--old womanold woman
�� 1.2 cm right hypoechoic nodule1.2 cm right hypoechoic nodule

with calcificationswith calcificationswith calcificationswith calcifications
�� Thyroid, right, ultrasoundThyroid, right, ultrasound--guided guided 

fine needle aspirationfine needle aspiration







Adequate?Adequate?













Thyroid, right lobe, ultrasoundThyroid, right lobe, ultrasound--
guided fine needle aspiration:guided fine needle aspiration:

BENIGN.BENIGN.

Cellular evidence of colloid nodule with Cellular evidence of colloid nodule with 
cystic degenerationcystic degeneration

Cellular evidence of colloid nodule with Cellular evidence of colloid nodule with 
cystic degenerationcystic degeneration



Thyroid Thyroid -- Colloid NoduleColloid Nodule

�� Nodular disease of thyroid gland is prevalent Nodular disease of thyroid gland is prevalent 
in the USin the US

�� Colloid nodule most common benign nodule, no Colloid nodule most common benign nodule, no 
increased risk of malignancyincreased risk of malignancy

�� Lifetime risk of development of palpable Lifetime risk of development of palpable �� Lifetime risk of development of palpable Lifetime risk of development of palpable 
thyroid nodule 5thyroid nodule 5--10%, affects more 10%, affects more 
women than menwomen than men

�� 5% of all palpable nodules are malignant5% of all palpable nodules are malignant

�� Colloid Colloid –– either watery or denseeither watery or dense

�� Active gland Active gland -- less water, less active less water, less active ––
dense colloiddense colloid



Case 10Case 10

�� 80 year old male80 year old male

�� HemoptysisHemoptysis

�� Left upper lobe lung massLeft upper lobe lung mass

�� Right thyroid massRight thyroid mass�� Right thyroid massRight thyroid mass

�� Thyroid, right, UltrasoundThyroid, right, Ultrasound--

guidedguided



LUL lung lesionLUL lung lesion





The patient goes to IR for U/S guided The patient goes to IR for U/S guided 
thyroid FNAthyroid FNA



What about size?

� Thyroid nodules are considered clinically 
significant when >1 cm.

� Size is not an independent predictor of 
malignancy

� Size correlates with the potential spread of 
disease at time of discovery

� The size of a thyroid lesion should be 
considered in the context of additional 
features such as echogenicity, 
microcalfications and shape



Benign Thyroid NoduleBenign Thyroid Nodule

1) They are common
2) Hyperplasia, colloid cyst, adenoma
3) Rim/eggshell calcs, cystic components, thin 

regular hypoechoic halo
4) Variable appearance
5) Colloid cyst: hyperechoic foci with comet tail 

artifact



Thyroid MalignancyThyroid Malignancy

1) Males, <20, >60, 
radiation, family history

2) Varied appearance
3) Irregular borders
4) Lymph nodes4) Lymph nodes
5) Avascular nonspecific 

but points towards 
benign

6) Papillary cancer: 
microcalcs in hypoechoic
solid nodule

7) SRU Consensus for FNA









Adequate?











Ancillary Tests?

Differential Diagnosis?Differential Diagnosis?



Thyroid, right, ultrasoundThyroid, right, ultrasound--guided fine guided fine 
needle aspiration:needle aspiration:

Papillary thyroid carcinomaPapillary thyroid carcinoma

Molecular Pathology Report:Molecular Pathology Report:
BRAF Mutant.BRAF Mutant.BRAF Mutant.BRAF Mutant.
Positive for the V600E mutation in the BRAF gene.Positive for the V600E mutation in the BRAF gene.
This mutation is found frequently (30This mutation is found frequently (30--60%) in 60%) in 
papillary thyroid carcinoma, but not in other papillary thyroid carcinoma, but not in other 
thyroid neoplasms (ref: Kimura et al. 2003, thyroid neoplasms (ref: Kimura et al. 2003, 
Cancer Res. Vol. 63, p. 1454). Thus, this result Cancer Res. Vol. 63, p. 1454). Thus, this result 
is consistent with a diagnosis of papillary thyroid is consistent with a diagnosis of papillary thyroid 
carcinoma.carcinoma.



Thyroid and neck dissection, 
excision:

Papillary carcinoma, well differentiated
Tumor necrosis:  Not present

Tumor size: Right lobe 3.2 x 1.5 cmTumor size: Right lobe 3.2 x 1.5 cm

Isthmus and left lobe 7 x 5 cm

The tumor is partially encapsulated 

LN: 9/24 lymph nodes are + for metastatic               

disease



Thyroid and neck dissection,
excision: H & E stain, 10x



Thyroid and neck dissection,
excision: H & E stain, 20x



Thyroid and neck dissection,
excision: H & E stain, 40x



PapillaryPapillary Thyroid CarcinomaThyroid Carcinoma

�� 7575--80% of thyroid carcinomas80% of thyroid carcinomas
�� Most often women of reproductive age (70%)Most often women of reproductive age (70%)
�� Risk factors: ionizing radiation, possibly Hashimoto’s, Risk factors: ionizing radiation, possibly Hashimoto’s, 
family historyfamily history

�� 1010--year survival 98%, nodal year survival 98%, nodal metsmets do not affect do not affect 
survivalsurvival
Poor prognostic signs: age>40, male, local invasion, Poor prognostic signs: age>40, male, local invasion, 
survivalsurvival

�� Poor prognostic signs: age>40, male, local invasion, Poor prognostic signs: age>40, male, local invasion, 
distant distant metsmets, large size, lymphatic invasion, , large size, lymphatic invasion, 
unfavorable unfavorable histologichistologic subtypesubtype

�� Molecular: BRAF point mutation (associated with Molecular: BRAF point mutation (associated with 
older age, more aggressive disease), RET/PTC older age, more aggressive disease), RET/PTC 
rearrangements (younger age, classic morphology), rearrangements (younger age, classic morphology), 
RAS point mutations (follicular variant, low rate of RAS point mutations (follicular variant, low rate of 
nodal nodal metsmets), RET amplification associated with ), RET amplification associated with 
radiation induced casesradiation induced cases



Lung, left upper lobe, Lung, left upper lobe, endobronchialendobronchial
biopsy:biopsy:

Invasive squamous cell carcinoma.Invasive squamous cell carcinoma.



Lung, LUL, endobronchial biopsy: 
H & E stain



Lung, LUL, endobronchial biopsy: 
H & E stain



Case 11Case 11
�� 59 year59 year--old womanold woman

�� History of inflammatory breast History of inflammatory breast 
carcinomacarcinoma

�� Liver, ultrasoundLiver, ultrasound--guided fine needle guided fine needle 
aspirationaspirationaspirationaspiration

Differential DiagnosisDifferential Diagnosis
�� Metastatic Breast CaMetastatic Breast Ca

�� HCCHCC

�� Fatty infiltrationFatty infiltration





Liver, ultrasound-guided
FNA: Diff-Quik stain



Liver, ultrasound-guided
FNA: Diff-Quik stain



Adequate?Adequate?



Liver, ultrasound-guided
FNA: Papanicolaou stain



Liver, ultrasound-guided
FNA: Papanicolaou stain



Liver, US-guided, Cell Block:
H & E stain



Liver, US-guided, Cell Block:
H & E stain



Ancillary Tests?

Differential Diagnosis?Differential Diagnosis?



Liver, US-guided, Cell Block:
Her2/neu immunostain



Liver, ultrasoundLiver, ultrasound--guided fine guided fine 
needle aspiration:needle aspiration:

Malignant tumor cells present Malignant tumor cells present 
derived from metastatic derived from metastatic 
adenocarcinoma, consistent with adenocarcinoma, consistent with 
breast primary.breast primary.breast primary.breast primary.

Tumor cells are staining positive for Tumor cells are staining positive for 
immunohistochemical stains CK 7, immunohistochemical stains CK 7, 
mammoglobin, Her2/neu (3+) and mammoglobin, Her2/neu (3+) and 
negative for CK 20, BRSTnegative for CK 20, BRST--2, ER and 2, ER and 
PR.  The results support the diagnosis PR.  The results support the diagnosis 
of metastatic breast adenocarcinoma.of metastatic breast adenocarcinoma.



Liver, right, core needle biopsy:Liver, right, core needle biopsy:

Metastatic carcinoma, consistent with origin Metastatic carcinoma, consistent with origin 
from breast.  from breast.  

Comment:  The tumor cells are positive for Comment:  The tumor cells are positive for Comment:  The tumor cells are positive for Comment:  The tumor cells are positive for 
immunohistochemical stains CK 7 and CK 19 immunohistochemical stains CK 7 and CK 19 
and negative for CK 20, ER and PR. The and negative for CK 20, ER and PR. The 
tumor cells are strongly positive (3+) for tumor cells are strongly positive (3+) for 
Her2/neu and focally positive for Her2/neu and focally positive for 
mammoglobin supporting the diagnosis of mammoglobin supporting the diagnosis of 
metastatic breast carcinoma.   metastatic breast carcinoma.   



Liver, right, core needle biopsy, 
H & E stain, 10x



Liver, right, core needle biopsy, 
H & E stain, 20x



Liver, right, core needle biopsy, 
Cytokeratin immunostain, 20x



Liver, right, core needle biopsy, 
Her2/neu immunostain, 20x



Liver, right, core needle biopsy, 
Mammoglobin immunostain, 20x



Metastatic CarcinomaMetastatic Carcinoma

�� Metastatic disease to liver is commonMetastatic disease to liver is common

�� Cancer cells reach liver through portal Cancer cells reach liver through portal 
vein, hepatic artery, hilar vein, hepatic artery, hilar 
lymphatics or direct extensionlymphatics or direct extension
vein, hepatic artery, hilar vein, hepatic artery, hilar 
lymphatics or direct extensionlymphatics or direct extension

�� Metastatic disease grows rapidly in Metastatic disease grows rapidly in 
liverliver

�� Immunohistochemistry useful to confirm Immunohistochemistry useful to confirm 
primary originprimary origin



�� More than 50% of women have distant More than 50% of women have distant 
metastasis as the first indicator of metastasis as the first indicator of 
breast cancer recurrencebreast cancer recurrence

�� Recognize metastatic breast carcinoma Recognize metastatic breast carcinoma 

Metastatic Breast CarcinomaMetastatic Breast Carcinoma

�� Recognize metastatic breast carcinoma Recognize metastatic breast carcinoma 
due to recent improvements in due to recent improvements in 
treatmenttreatment

�� Immunostains:Immunostains: CK 7 CK 7 ++ and CK 20 and CK 20 ––, , 
ER/PR ER/PR ++, B72.3 , B72.3 ++,, EE--cadherincadherin ++, , 
BerBer--EPEP--4 4 ++//--



Case 12Case 12
�� 73 year73 year--old manold man
�� Liver, right lobe, ultrasoundLiver, right lobe, ultrasound--guided guided 
FNAFNA



Liver, right lobe, ultrasoundLiver, right lobe, ultrasound--guided FNAguided FNA



Liver, right, US-guided FNA:
Diff-Quik stain



Liver, right, US-guided FNA:
Diff-Quik stain



Adequate?Adequate?



Liver, right, US-guided FNA:
Papanicolaou stain



Liver, right, US-guided FNA:
Cell Block, H&E stain



Ancillary Tests?Ancillary Tests?

Differential Diagnosis?Differential Diagnosis?Differential Diagnosis?Differential Diagnosis?



Liver, US-guided FNA, Cell block:
Immunohistochemical stains

HepPar1 CA19-9



Liver, right, ultrasoundLiver, right, ultrasound--guided guided 
fine needle aspiration:fine needle aspiration:

Malignant tumor cells present.  Malignant tumor cells present.  
Cell block and cytologic preparations Cell block and cytologic preparations 
examined.examined.

Immunohistochemical studies show the tumor Immunohistochemical studies show the tumor 
cells mark strongly for CA 19cells mark strongly for CA 19--9 and are 9 and are 
negative for HepPar1, suggesting negative for HepPar1, suggesting 
pancreatobiliary origin.pancreatobiliary origin.



Liver, right lobe, biopsy: H&E stain



Liver, right lobe, biopsy: H&E stain



CK 20CK 7

Liver, right lobe, biopsy: 
Immunostains

CK 19



Liver, right lobe, biopsy:Liver, right lobe, biopsy:

Adenocarcinoma, poorly differentiated, Adenocarcinoma, poorly differentiated, 
compatible with pancreatobiliary origin.compatible with pancreatobiliary origin.

Immunohistochemical stains:Immunohistochemical stains:
Positive: CK7, Cam 5.2, CK19, focal CK20 Positive: CK7, Cam 5.2, CK19, focal CK20 Positive: CK7, Cam 5.2, CK19, focal CK20 Positive: CK7, Cam 5.2, CK19, focal CK20 
Negative: TTFNegative: TTF--1 and CDX21 and CDX2

The histologic features and immunoprofile are The histologic features and immunoprofile are 
most consistent with adenocarcinoma of most consistent with adenocarcinoma of 
pancreatobiliary origin.pancreatobiliary origin.



Pancreatic AdenocarcinomaPancreatic Adenocarcinoma

�� Pancreatic carcinoma is the fifth leading cause of Pancreatic carcinoma is the fifth leading cause of 
cancer death in US cancer death in US 

�� Adenocarcinomas comprise 80Adenocarcinomas comprise 80--90% of malignant 90% of malignant 
neoplasms of pancreasneoplasms of pancreas

�� 65% of pancreatic adenocarcinomas are 65% of pancreatic adenocarcinomas are 
CK7+/CK20+, while 30% are CK7+/CK20CK7+/CK20+, while 30% are CK7+/CK20-- (80% HCC (80% HCC 
are dual neg)are dual neg)
CK7+/CK20+, while 30% are CK7+/CK20CK7+/CK20+, while 30% are CK7+/CK20-- (80% HCC (80% HCC 
are dual neg)are dual neg)

�� Cancer cells reach the liver through portal vein, Cancer cells reach the liver through portal vein, 
hepatic artery, hilar lymphatics or by direct hepatic artery, hilar lymphatics or by direct 
extensionextension

�� Primary tumors of the gallbladder, extrahepatic bile Primary tumors of the gallbladder, extrahepatic bile 
ducts, pancreas and stomach frequently involve the ducts, pancreas and stomach frequently involve the 
liver by direct extensionliver by direct extension

�� Most common adult primaries with liver mets: Most common adult primaries with liver mets: 
breast, lung, colon, pancreasbreast, lung, colon, pancreas



�� Poor Prognosis Poor Prognosis –– Overall 3 year Overall 3 year 
survival is 2%survival is 2%

�� Surgery with Whipple Surgery with Whipple 
demonstrates improvementdemonstrates improvement

Pancreatic AdenocarcinomaPancreatic Adenocarcinoma

demonstrates improvementdemonstrates improvement

�� Those surviving Whipple operation Those surviving Whipple operation 
have 5 year survival of 20%have 5 year survival of 20%

�� Very few patients are candidates at Very few patients are candidates at 
presentationpresentation

�� As many as 30% of patients have As many as 30% of patients have 
unsuspected mets at surgeryunsuspected mets at surgery



Pancreatic AdenocarcinomaPancreatic Adenocarcinoma

Presentation 1 month later



Case 13Case 13

�� 48 year48 year--old womanold woman
�� History of abdominal pain due to History of abdominal pain due to 

suspected kidney stonesuspected kidney stonesuspected kidney stonesuspected kidney stone
�� Incidental mass on CT scan in tail Incidental mass on CT scan in tail 

of pancreasof pancreas
�� Pancreas, tail, endoscopic Pancreas, tail, endoscopic 

ultrasoundultrasound--guided FNAguided FNA







Adequate?









Ancillary Tests?

Differential Diagnosis?Differential Diagnosis?



beta catenin synaptophysin

Chromogranin

beta catenin synaptophysin

alpha-1 
antitrypsin 



Pancreas, tail, endoscopic ultrasoundPancreas, tail, endoscopic ultrasound--
guided fine needle aspiration:guided fine needle aspiration:

Solid pseudopapillary tumor of pancreasSolid pseudopapillary tumor of pancreas

Immunohistochemical stains:Immunohistochemical stains:Immunohistochemical stains:Immunohistochemical stains:

Positive: beta catenin, alphaPositive: beta catenin, alpha--1 1 
antitrypsin and focal synaptophysinantitrypsin and focal synaptophysin

Negative:  chromogranin Negative:  chromogranin 



Distal pancreatectomy and Distal pancreatectomy and 
splenectomy:splenectomy:

WellWell--defined solid pseudopapillary defined solid pseudopapillary 
neoplasmneoplasmneoplasmneoplasm

Size Size –– 4.3 cm4.3 cm



Distal pancreatectomy: H & E stain, 10x



Distal pancreatectomy: H & E stain, 10x



Distal pancreatectomy: H & E stain, 40x



Pancreatic Solid Pseudopapillary NeoplasmPancreatic Solid Pseudopapillary Neoplasm

�� Rare tumor, predominantly in young (30Rare tumor, predominantly in young (30--35) 35) 
women (90%) in the body/tail of pancreaswomen (90%) in the body/tail of pancreas

�� Considered to be of low malignant potential: Considered to be of low malignant potential: 
usually long survival even with mets to usually long survival even with mets to 
liver/peritoneumliver/peritoneumliver/peritoneumliver/peritoneum

�� Pseudopapillary appearance is created by Pseudopapillary appearance is created by 
friability/discohesion of cellsfriability/discohesion of cells

�� IHC: betaIHC: beta--catenin+ (nuclear most specific), catenin+ (nuclear most specific), 
ER/PR+, CD56+, synaptophysin+, ER/PR+, CD56+, synaptophysin+, 
chromograninchromogranin-- to focal, AAT+, trypsin+, to focal, AAT+, trypsin+, 
vimentin+, nuclear Evimentin+, nuclear E--cadherin stainingcadherin staining



�� 52 year52 year--old womanold woman

�� Axial back painAxial back pain

�� Rule out metastatic diseaseRule out metastatic disease

Case 14Case 14Case 14Case 14

�� Rule out metastatic diseaseRule out metastatic disease

�� Pancreas, tail, endoscopic Pancreas, tail, endoscopic 
ultrasoundultrasound--guided FNAguided FNA







Adequate?Adequate?









Ancillary Tests?Ancillary Tests?

Differential Diagnosis?Differential Diagnosis?Differential Diagnosis?Differential Diagnosis?



Synaptophysin



Pancreas, tail, endoscopic ultrasoundPancreas, tail, endoscopic ultrasound--guided guided 
FNA;FNA; Malignant tumor cells present derived Malignant tumor cells present derived 
from pancreatic endocrine neoplasm.  from pancreatic endocrine neoplasm.  
Immunohistochemical stains show the tumor Immunohistochemical stains show the tumor 
cells mark strongly with synaptophysin and cells mark strongly with synaptophysin and 
focally with chromogranin.  The staining focally with chromogranin.  The staining 
results support neuroendocrine results support neuroendocrine 

Cytopathologic Interpretation:Cytopathologic Interpretation:

focally with chromogranin.  The staining focally with chromogranin.  The staining 
results support neuroendocrine results support neuroendocrine 
differentiation.  differentiation.  

Pancreas, distal, excision:Pancreas, distal, excision: Pancreatic Pancreatic 
neuroendocrine neoplasm.  Perineural invasion neuroendocrine neoplasm.  Perineural invasion 
is present, metastatic disease to 1/18 lymph is present, metastatic disease to 1/18 lymph 
nodes.nodes.



Pancreatic Endocrine NeoplasmPancreatic Endocrine Neoplasm
�� 22--5% of pancreatic neoplasms5% of pancreatic neoplasms

�� Equal distribution of M:FEqual distribution of M:F

�� Any age range 40Any age range 40--60 years, common60 years, common

�� Solid, well circumscribed masses, usually Solid, well circumscribed masses, usually 
small less than two centimeters, may small less than two centimeters, may small less than two centimeters, may small less than two centimeters, may 
be cysticbe cystic

�� Prognosis is related to tumor size, Prognosis is related to tumor size, 
mitotic rate, necrosis, invasion and mitotic rate, necrosis, invasion and 
metastasesmetastases



Pancreatic Endocrine NeoplasmPancreatic Endocrine Neoplasm
�� Immunohistochemical stains: Immunohistochemical stains: 
synaptophysin, chromogranin, Leusynaptophysin, chromogranin, Leu--7 and 7 and 
NSE stain NSE stain ++, CD56 stains , CD56 stains --

�� Hypercellular single population of Hypercellular single population of 
monotonous cells, bland nuclei, nuclear monotonous cells, bland nuclei, nuclear monotonous cells, bland nuclei, nuclear monotonous cells, bland nuclei, nuclear 
atypia is variableatypia is variable

�� Differential diagnoses:Differential diagnoses:

--acinar cell carcinomaacinar cell carcinoma

--solid pseudosolid pseudo--papillary neoplasmpapillary neoplasm

--normal acinar cell epitheliumnormal acinar cell epithelium



Case 15Case 15

�� 78 year old woman78 year old woman

�� History of spindle cell lesion History of spindle cell lesion --
stomach and soft tissue, stomach and soft tissue, stomach and soft tissue, stomach and soft tissue, 
resection performed 3 years agoresection performed 3 years ago

�� Gastric mass, endoscopic ultrasoundGastric mass, endoscopic ultrasound--
guided FNAguided FNA







Adequate?Adequate?







Ancillary Tests?Ancillary Tests?

Differential Diagnosis?Differential Diagnosis?Differential Diagnosis?Differential Diagnosis?



C-Kit



Cytopathologic Interpretation:Cytopathologic Interpretation:
Gastric mass, endoscopic ultrasoundGastric mass, endoscopic ultrasound--
guided FNA:guided FNA: Spindle cell neoplasm Spindle cell neoplasm 
consistent with malignant consistent with malignant 
gastrointestinal stromal tumor gastrointestinal stromal tumor gastrointestinal stromal tumor gastrointestinal stromal tumor 
(GIST). (GIST). 

Comment: Immunohistochemical stain Comment: Immunohistochemical stain 
CC--Kit is positive.   Kit is positive.   





Gastrointestinal Stromal TumorGastrointestinal Stromal Tumor

�� Arise in walls of the GI tractArise in walls of the GI tract

�� Stomach most common site, followed by Stomach most common site, followed by 
small intestinesmall intestine

�� GISTs based on their immunoreactivity GISTs based on their immunoreactivity 
for Cfor C--KitKitfor Cfor C--KitKit

�� True smooth muscle tumors (leiomyoma, True smooth muscle tumors (leiomyoma, 
leiomyosarcoma) stain leiomyosarcoma) stain ++ for Desmin and for Desmin and 
smooth muscle actin (SMA); smooth muscle actin (SMA); –– for Cfor C--kitkit

�� Patients present with upper GI bleeding Patients present with upper GI bleeding 

�� CC--kit lead to therapy with Gleevac, kit lead to therapy with Gleevac, 
tumors respond welltumors respond well



Case 16Case 16

�� 49 year49 year--old manold man
�� Excision of skin lesion (right neck) Excision of skin lesion (right neck) 

-- seven years agoseven years ago-- seven years agoseven years ago
�� Bone, iliac, left, CTBone, iliac, left, CT--guided FNAguided FNA



Multiple lytic bone lesions 
associated with soft 
tissue masses with 
additional lesions in 
vertebral bodies and ribs



*

Multiple lytic bone lesions 
associated with soft tissue 
masses with additional lesions in 
vertebral bodies and ribs



Lytic left 
iliac bone 
lesion –lesion –
placement of 
fine needle 
aspiration





Adequate?









Ancillary Tests?

Differential Diagnosis?Differential Diagnosis?



HMB-45



S-100



Cytopathologic Interpretation:Cytopathologic Interpretation:
Bone, iliac, left, CTBone, iliac, left, CT--guided FNA;guided FNA;
Malignant tumor cells present derived from Malignant tumor cells present derived from 
metastatic malignant melanoma.metastatic malignant melanoma.

Immunohistochemical stains:Immunohistochemical stains:
SS--100 100 ++
Immunohistochemical stains:Immunohistochemical stains:
SS--100 100 ++
HMB45 HMB45 ++
Cytokeratin 7 Cytokeratin 7 --
Cytokeratin 20 Cytokeratin 20 --
PSA PSA ––
TTFTTF--1 1 ––
RCC RCC --



Skin, right neck, excision:Skin, right neck, excision:

Biopsy site and residual Biopsy site and residual 
melanoma.melanoma.melanoma.melanoma.

Examined margins are free of Examined margins are free of 
involvement.involvement.



Skin, right neck, excision: H & E stain, 20x



Skin, right neck, excision: H & E stain, 40x



�� Clinical history is essentialClinical history is essential

�� Negative Cytokeratin stainingNegative Cytokeratin staining

MetastaticMetastatic MelanomaMelanoma

�� Negative Cytokeratin stainingNegative Cytokeratin staining

�� Positive staining for SPositive staining for S--100, 100, 

HMBHMB--45, Melan A and MART45, Melan A and MART--11



Case 17Case 17

�� 55 year old female 55 year old female 

�� Status post hysterectomy 8 months ago  Status post hysterectomy 8 months ago  

�� Patient has severe left thigh, hip, and Patient has severe left thigh, hip, and 

buttock painbuttock painbuttock painbuttock pain

�� Bone and soft tissue, left proximal thigh, Bone and soft tissue, left proximal thigh, 
CTCT--guided fine needle aspirationguided fine needle aspiration









Adequate?







Ancillary Tests?

Differential Diagnosis?Differential Diagnosis?



Differential Diagnosis for Soft Differential Diagnosis for Soft 
Tissue Mass?Tissue Mass?

�� Soft tissue sarcomaSoft tissue sarcoma
-- LeiomyosarcomaLeiomyosarcoma
nonspecificnonspecific

-- Malignant fibrous histiocytomaMalignant fibrous histiocytoma
nonspecificnonspecific

-- Malignant fibrous histiocytomaMalignant fibrous histiocytoma
nonspecificnonspecific

-- LiposarcomaLiposarcoma
Variable amount of fatVariable amount of fat

�� MelanomaMelanoma
�� MetastasesMetastases



Bone and soft tissue, left proximal Bone and soft tissue, left proximal 
thigh, CTthigh, CT--guided fine needle guided fine needle 
aspiration:aspiration:

Malignant tumor cells present derived Malignant tumor cells present derived 
from high grade sarcoma. See from high grade sarcoma. See 
comment. comment. comment. comment. 

Comment: Immunohistochemical stains will Comment: Immunohistochemical stains will 
be performed on concurrent core be performed on concurrent core 
biopsy.  biopsy.  



Soft tissue, left proximal 
thigh, biopsy: H & E stain



Soft tissue, left proximal 
thigh, biopsy: H & E stain



Soft tissue, left proximal 
thigh, biopsy: H & E stain



Soft tissue, left proximal thigh, 
biopsy: SMA immunostain



Soft tissue, left proximal thigh, Soft tissue, left proximal thigh, 
core needle biopsy:core needle biopsy:

High grade sarcoma consistent with history High grade sarcoma consistent with history 
of leiomyosarcoma of uterus. of leiomyosarcoma of uterus. 

Comment:  Immunohistochemical stains show Comment:  Immunohistochemical stains show 
that the tumor cells mark with smooth that the tumor cells mark with smooth that the tumor cells mark with smooth that the tumor cells mark with smooth 
muscle actin.  They do not mark with panmuscle actin.  They do not mark with pan--
cytokeratin or Scytokeratin or S--100.  These staining 100.  These staining 
results support smooth muscle origin and results support smooth muscle origin and 
are consistent with high grade are consistent with high grade 
leiomyosarcoma.leiomyosarcoma.



LeiomyosarcomaLeiomyosarcoma

�� Uterine LMS rare, but most common pure Uterine LMS rare, but most common pure 
uterine sarcomauterine sarcoma

�� Middle aged women (mean 54)Middle aged women (mean 54)
�� 5 year survival 155 year survival 15--40%40%

�� Minimal survival if extends beyond uterus at Minimal survival if extends beyond uterus at �� Minimal survival if extends beyond uterus at Minimal survival if extends beyond uterus at 
staging/presentation, if confined to uterus size is staging/presentation, if confined to uterus size is 
important (more or less than 5 cm) and presence important (more or less than 5 cm) and presence 
of vascular invasionof vascular invasion

�� High tendency for recurrence (most within 2 High tendency for recurrence (most within 2 
years), 50% metastasize (lung, bone, brain)years), 50% metastasize (lung, bone, brain)

�� Variants: Variants: --epithelioid (often keratin positive) epithelioid (often keratin positive) 
--myxoidmyxoid



Case 18Case 18

�� 76 year76 year--old maleold male

�� History of lung carcinoma History of lung carcinoma –– 5 years 5 years 
agoagoagoago

�� Recent diagnosis esophageal carcinomaRecent diagnosis esophageal carcinoma

�� Bone, T7, CTBone, T7, CT--guided fine needle guided fine needle 
aspirationaspiration





Bone, T7, CT-guided FNA: Diff-Quik stain



Adequate?Adequate?



Bone, T7, CT-guided FNA: Papanicolaou stain



Ancillary Tests?Ancillary Tests?

Differential Diagnosis?Differential Diagnosis?Differential Diagnosis?Differential Diagnosis?



Bone, T7, CT-guided FNA: Cell block

Napsin A, IHC

TTF1, IHC



Bone, T7, CTBone, T7, CT--guided fine needle guided fine needle 
aspiration:aspiration:

�� Malignant tumor cells present derived Malignant tumor cells present derived 
from adenocarcinoma consistent with from adenocarcinoma consistent with 
pulmonary primary. See comment.pulmonary primary. See comment.

�� Comment: Immunohistochemical stains Comment: Immunohistochemical stains 
show that the tumor cells mark strongly show that the tumor cells mark strongly 
with TTFwith TTF--1 and Napsin A. These 1 and Napsin A. These 
staining results support pulmonary origin.staining results support pulmonary origin.



Lymph node, right axillary, core Lymph node, right axillary, core 
biopsy with immunophenotyping:biopsy with immunophenotyping:

�� Metastatic adenocarcinoma with papillary Metastatic adenocarcinoma with papillary 
pattern, consistent with pulmonary primarypattern, consistent with pulmonary primary

The specimen consists of minute fragments of The specimen consists of minute fragments of �� The specimen consists of minute fragments of The specimen consists of minute fragments of 
metastatic adenocarcinoma with metastatic adenocarcinoma with 
papillary/pseudopapillary pattern. According to papillary/pseudopapillary pattern. According to 
the immunohistochemical studies, the tumor the immunohistochemical studies, the tumor 
cells are positive for CK7, TTFcells are positive for CK7, TTF--1 and Napsin 1 and Napsin 
A. The results support the diagnosis of A. The results support the diagnosis of 
metastatic adenocarcinoma with papillary metastatic adenocarcinoma with papillary 
pattern, consistent with pulmonary primarypattern, consistent with pulmonary primary



Lymph node, right axillary, core biopsy :

Napsin A, IHC

TTF1, IHC



Pulmonary adenocarcinomaPulmonary adenocarcinoma

�� Broad classification is Broad classification is nonnon--small cell carcinomasmall cell carcinoma
(80%) versus (80%) versus small cell carcinomasmall cell carcinoma (20%)(20%)
�� 50% of non50% of non--small cell carcinomas are metastatic small cell carcinomas are metastatic 
at diagnosis vs. 80% of small cell carcinomasat diagnosis vs. 80% of small cell carcinomas
Many have mixed histologic subtypesMany have mixed histologic subtypes

Favorable: non mucinous bronchioloalveolar, well Favorable: non mucinous bronchioloalveolar, well �� Favorable: non mucinous bronchioloalveolar, well Favorable: non mucinous bronchioloalveolar, well 
differentiated squamous cell differentiated squamous cell 

�� Metastases:Metastases:
�� 50% have nodal involvement at resection (usually hilar, 50% have nodal involvement at resection (usually hilar, 
mediastinal and supraclavicular);mediastinal and supraclavicular);

�� metastases to adrenals (50%), liver (30%), brain, bone; metastases to adrenals (50%), liver (30%), brain, bone; 
also opposite lung, pericardium, kidneysalso opposite lung, pericardium, kidneys



Pulmonary adenocarcinomaPulmonary adenocarcinoma

�� Positive stainsPositive stains:: mucin, mucin, CK7CK7, EMA, CEA, , EMA, CEA, 
TTF1 (72%),TTF1 (72%), surfactant apoprotein surfactant apoprotein 
(50%), mesothelin (50%), vimentin (9%), (50%), mesothelin (50%), vimentin (9%), 
S100 (Langerhans cells), p53, S100 (Langerhans cells), p53, S100 (Langerhans cells), p53, S100 (Langerhans cells), p53, 
CD57/Leu7 (50% of well/moderately CD57/Leu7 (50% of well/moderately 
differentiated tumors), calretinin (11%)differentiated tumors), calretinin (11%)

�� Negative stainsNegative stains:: CK20CK20, vimentin , vimentin 
(usually), keratin 5 (usually)(usually), keratin 5 (usually)



Case 19Case 19

- Diagnosis is 20 times more common in this dog than normal dogs
- Average age for this diagnosis in dogs is at 11 dog-years old



�� 78 year old male 78 year old male 

�� Pertinent clinical history (being withheld)Pertinent clinical history (being withheld)

�� Lymph node, abdominal, CTLymph node, abdominal, CT--guided fine guided fine 
needle aspirationneedle aspirationneedle aspirationneedle aspiration
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Lymph node, abdominal CT-guided FNA:
Diff-Quik stain



Adequate?



Lymph node, abdominal, CT-guided FNA:
Papanicolaou stain



Lymph node, abdominal, CT-guided FNA:
Cell block, Hematoxylin & eosin stain



Ancillary Tests?

Differential Diagnosis?Differential Diagnosis?



Lymph node, abdominal, CTLymph node, abdominal, CT--guidedguided
fine needle aspiration:fine needle aspiration:
Lymph node, abdominal, CTLymph node, abdominal, CT--guidedguided
fine needle aspiration:fine needle aspiration:

Malignant tumor cells present Malignant tumor cells present 

consistent with metastatic high consistent with metastatic high 

grade urothelial carcinomagrade urothelial carcinoma

Cell block and cytologic preparations Cell block and cytologic preparations 

examinedexamined



Urinary bladder, posterior, Urinary bladder, posterior, 
biopsy:biopsy:

�� NonNon--invasive high grade papillary invasive high grade papillary 

urothelial carcinomaurothelial carcinoma



Urinary bladder, posterior, biopsy:
Hematoxylin and eosin stain



Kidney and ureter, left, Kidney and ureter, left, 
complete nephroureterectomy complete nephroureterectomy 
Kidney:Kidney:

Invasive papillary urothelial carcinoma, high gradeInvasive papillary urothelial carcinoma, high grade

�� Tumor size: 5 cmTumor size: 5 cm

�� Tumor invades renal parenchymaTumor invades renal parenchyma

�� Margins:  Uninvolved by carcinomaMargins:  Uninvolved by carcinoma

�� Lymphovascular invasion: Present, lymphatic and large veinLymphovascular invasion: Present, lymphatic and large vein

Ureter:Ureter:

High grade papillary urothelial carcinoma, nonHigh grade papillary urothelial carcinoma, non--invasiveinvasive

�� Tumor size:  1.5 cmTumor size:  1.5 cm

�� Margins: Tumor is 1.2 cm from distal resection marginMargins: Tumor is 1.2 cm from distal resection margin

�� Lymphovascular invasion: Not identifiedLymphovascular invasion: Not identified



Kidney: H & E stain



Metastatic Urothelial CarcinomaMetastatic Urothelial Carcinoma

�� 8080--90% of bladder tumors are 90% of bladder tumors are 
urothelialurothelial carcinomascarcinomas

�� Experts believe the majority of Experts believe the majority of 
tumors tumors result from environmental result from environmental 
factorsfactors
tumors tumors result from environmental result from environmental 
factorsfactors

�� LowLow--grade tumors have excellent longgrade tumors have excellent long--
term prognosis, high grade tumors term prognosis, high grade tumors 
usually progress; 85usually progress; 85--90% of 90% of 
urothelialurothelial neoplasm deaths occur in neoplasm deaths occur in 
patients patients who present with highwho present with high--
grade tumorsgrade tumors



Urothelial carcinoma accounts for more Urothelial carcinoma accounts for more 
than 90% of renal pelvic tumorsthan 90% of renal pelvic tumors

If you have a Scottish terrier, screen for hematuria!  If you have a Scottish terrier, screen for hematuria!  



�� 20 year20 year--old manold man

�� Difficulty in swallowingDifficulty in swallowing

�� Esophagus, distal, Esophagus, distal, 

Case 20Case 20Case 20Case 20

�� Esophagus, distal, Esophagus, distal, 
ultrasoundultrasound--guided FNAguided FNA



Minute 
polypoid, 
yellowish 
tumor present 
in lower 
section of section of 
this EUS-
guided image





Adequate?









Ancillary Tests?

Differential Diagnosis?Differential Diagnosis?



S-100



Vimentin



Cytopathologic Interpretation:Cytopathologic Interpretation:
Esophagus, distal, ultrasoundEsophagus, distal, ultrasound--guided guided 
FNA;FNA;
Granular cell tumor.  Tumor cells stain Granular cell tumor.  Tumor cells stain ++
with PAS, PASwith PAS, PAS--D, Vimentin and SD, Vimentin and S--100 100 
and and –– for Cfor C--kit, Cytokeratin and CD34.  kit, Cytokeratin and CD34.  and and –– for Cfor C--kit, Cytokeratin and CD34.  kit, Cytokeratin and CD34.  
These findings are most consistent with These findings are most consistent with 
a granular cell tumor.a granular cell tumor.



Granular Cell TumorGranular Cell Tumor

�� Arise commonly in tongue, subcutaneous Arise commonly in tongue, subcutaneous 
tissue of extremities, breast and tissue of extremities, breast and 
aerodigestive systemaerodigestive system

�� Slow growing nodule, majority are benign Slow growing nodule, majority are benign �� Slow growing nodule, majority are benign Slow growing nodule, majority are benign 
lesionslesions

�� Slight female predilectionSlight female predilection

�� Any age bracket; peak 4Any age bracket; peak 4thth and 5and 5thth

decadesdecades



Granular Cell TumorGranular Cell Tumor

�� SS--100, Vimentin and CD68 stains are 100, Vimentin and CD68 stains are ++

�� Smooth Muscle Actin, GFAP, CEA and Smooth Muscle Actin, GFAP, CEA and 
Cytokeratin stains are Cytokeratin stains are ––

Differential DiagnosisDifferential Diagnosis�� Differential DiagnosisDifferential Diagnosis

--Oncocytic neoplasms Oncocytic neoplasms –– salivary gland, salivary gland, 
kidney and thyroidkidney and thyroid

--Renal cell carcinomaRenal cell carcinoma

--RhabdomyosarcomaRhabdomyosarcoma



Case 21Case 21

�� 69 year69 year--old manold man
�� Fever of unknown originFever of unknown origin
�� ParaesophagealParaesophageal, endoscopic , endoscopic �� ParaesophagealParaesophageal, endoscopic , endoscopic 

ultrasoundultrasound--guided FNAguided FNA











Adequate?







Ancillary Tests?

Differential Diagnosis?Differential Diagnosis?



Right paraesophageal mass differentialRight paraesophageal mass differential

�� Primary tumor of esophagus or tracheaPrimary tumor of esophagus or trachea

��Metastasis to esophagus or less likely Metastasis to esophagus or less likely ��Metastasis to esophagus or less likely Metastasis to esophagus or less likely 
lymph nodelymph node

�� Less likely infection/inflammatory lymph Less likely infection/inflammatory lymph 
nodenode



Paraesophageal, endoscopic 
ultrasound-guided 
FNA: MSA Immunostain



Paraesophageal, endoscopic ultrasound-guided 
FNA: S100 Immunostain



Paraesophageal, endoscopic ultrasoundParaesophageal, endoscopic ultrasound--
guided fine needle aspiration:guided fine needle aspiration:

Rhabdomyoma, adult type.Rhabdomyoma, adult type.

Comment:  The tumor consists of polygonal Comment:  The tumor consists of polygonal 
to elongate cells with abundant cytoplasm to elongate cells with abundant cytoplasm 
and round generally centrally located and round generally centrally located and round generally centrally located and round generally centrally located 
nuclei.  Scattered cells display cross nuclei.  Scattered cells display cross 
striations which are best seen on Diffstriations which are best seen on Diff--
Quik stained slides.Quik stained slides.

Immunohistochemical stains:Immunohistochemical stains:

Muscle specific actin (MSA) Muscle specific actin (MSA) ++

S100 S100 --



Soft tissue, paraesophageal, biopsy: 
H & E stain



Soft tissue, paraesophageal, biopsy: 
H & E stain



Soft tissue, paraesophageal, Soft tissue, paraesophageal, 
biopsy:biopsy:

Fibrofatty tissue with scant benign Fibrofatty tissue with scant benign 
thyroid epithelium and colloid.thyroid epithelium and colloid.

Minute piece of slightly abnormal Minute piece of slightly abnormal Minute piece of slightly abnormal Minute piece of slightly abnormal 
skeletal muscle.skeletal muscle.



Rhabdomyoma, adult typeRhabdomyoma, adult type

�� Rare benign tumor of skeletal muscleRare benign tumor of skeletal muscle

�� ExtracardiacExtracardiac tumors not associated tumors not associated 
with with tuberous sclerosistuberous sclerosis

Seen in older adults, 75% maleSeen in older adults, 75% male�� Seen in older adults, 75% maleSeen in older adults, 75% male

�� Head and neck/oral cavity most Head and neck/oral cavity most 
common common locationlocation

�� Recurrent potential if incompletely Recurrent potential if incompletely 
excisedexcised



RhabdomyomaRhabdomyoma

�� Also commonly affects the floor of the Also commonly affects the floor of the 
mouth/tongue in adultsmouth/tongue in adults

RhabdomyosarcomaRhabdomyosarcoma is most common head is most common head �� RhabdomyosarcomaRhabdomyosarcoma is most common head is most common head 
and neck malignancy in childrenand neck malignancy in children

�� Most common primary cardiac tumor of Most common primary cardiac tumor of 
childrenchildren



Case 22Case 22

�� 82 year old male82 year old male

�� Back pain, pertinent medical history Back pain, pertinent medical history 
withheldwithheld

�� Spine, right posterior iliac, CTSpine, right posterior iliac, CT--guided guided 
fine needle aspirationfine needle aspiration



PelvisPelvis



CT BiopsyCT Biopsy

Bone Bx







Adequate?







Ancillary Tests?

Differential Diagnosis?Differential Diagnosis?



Differential diagnosis (small 
blue cell tumors):

Small cell carcinoma of lung, large cell 
lymphoma, neuroblastoma, metastatic lymphoma, neuroblastoma, metastatic 
carcinoid, amelanotic melanoma, Ewing 
sarcoma, Merkel cell carcinoma, sweat 
gland carcinoma



Spine, right posterior iliac, cell 
block: Immunostains

CK 7 CK 20

ChromograninCD 138



Spine, right posterior iliac, Spine, right posterior iliac, 
CTCT--guided fine needle aspiration:guided fine needle aspiration:

Consistent with metastatic Merkel cell Consistent with metastatic Merkel cell 
carcinoma.carcinoma.

Immunohistochemical stains:  Immunohistochemical stains:  Immunohistochemical stains:  Immunohistochemical stains:  

Positive: CK20 (perinuclear pattern)Positive: CK20 (perinuclear pattern)

Negative: CK7, TTFNegative: CK7, TTF--1, LCA, synaptophysin, 1, LCA, synaptophysin, 
chromogranin, CD56, CD34, CD138 chromogranin, CD56, CD34, CD138 

This immunohistochemical staining pattern is This immunohistochemical staining pattern is 
consistent with the patient’s known history of consistent with the patient’s known history of 
Merkel cell carcinoma. Merkel cell carcinoma. 



Spine, right posterior superior 
iliac, bone biopsy/curetting: 
H&E stain



Spine, right posterior superior 
iliac, bone biopsy/curetting: 
H&E stain



Spine, right posterior superior 
iliac, bone biopsy/curetting: 
Immunostains

Pan-CK

CK20



Bone biopsy/curetting, right Bone biopsy/curetting, right 
posterior superior iliac spine:posterior superior iliac spine:

Metastatic undifferentiated carcinoma consistent Metastatic undifferentiated carcinoma consistent 
with Merkel cell carcinoma.with Merkel cell carcinoma.

Immunostains: Immunostains: 
Positive: Pancytokeratin, CK20 (punctate dotPositive: Pancytokeratin, CK20 (punctate dot--like like Positive: Pancytokeratin, CK20 (punctate dotPositive: Pancytokeratin, CK20 (punctate dot--like like 
pattern) pattern) 
Negative: Chromogranin, synaptophysin and CD56  Negative: Chromogranin, synaptophysin and CD56  

The morphology and immunophenotype along with the The morphology and immunophenotype along with the 
patient’s history is most consistent with patient’s history is most consistent with 
metastatic Merkel cell carcinoma.metastatic Merkel cell carcinoma.



Merkel Cell CarcinomaMerkel Cell Carcinoma

�� Primary skin carcinoma of neuroendocrine Primary skin carcinoma of neuroendocrine 
originorigin
�� Face and extremities most common sitesFace and extremities most common sites

�� Usually in older adultsUsually in older adults
�� Aggressive tumorAggressive tumor

Regional LN mets common and distant mets to Regional LN mets common and distant mets to �� Regional LN mets common and distant mets to Regional LN mets common and distant mets to 
liver, lung, bone, otherliver, lung, bone, other

�� Positive stains: panPositive stains: pan--CK, CK20 in perinuclear CK, CK20 in perinuclear 
dot pattern, EMA, CD56, variable dot pattern, EMA, CD56, variable 
synaptophysin/chromogranin/CD117synaptophysin/chromogranin/CD117

�� Differential diagnosis includes lymphoma and Differential diagnosis includes lymphoma and 
small cell carcinomasmall cell carcinoma



Case 23

� 59 year-old male

� Presents with cough

� PMH significant for colon cancer� PMH significant for colon cancer

� Lung, left, CT-guided fine needle 
aspiration



Presents with Cough







Diagnosing Colon Cancer

Gold standard for evaluation is Optical 
colonoscopy

Virtual Colonoscopy/ CT Colonography is an 
alternative.alternative.

Some private insurance will pay for exams



Virtual vs Optical Colonoscopy

Cost: $300 - $800 Cost: $3000

Requires Cleansing Prep   Requires Cleansing Prep

You have to insufflate the     You have to insert a 

10 Minute exam 30-45 minute exam plus
plus recovery time 

You have to insufflate the     You have to insert a 
colon with air 2 meter camera and fill 

with air



Virtual vs Optical Colonoscopy

Visualize the whole colon, 10% of exams do not cover
and can find extra colonic the entire right colon

abnormalities

Purely diagnostic Can biopsy lesions during exam

High accuracy for lesions More sensitive for lesions
greater than 6mm (>90%) 5mm and smaller, and flat

lesions

Purely diagnostic Can biopsy lesions during exam

Radiation exposure Higher risk of perforation



Virtual Colonoscopy

Tube view 3-D view





Lung, left, CT-guided
FNA: Diff-Quik stain, 20x



Adequate?



Lung, left, CT-guided
FNA: Papanicolaou stain, 20x



Lung, left, Cell Block:
Hematoxylin and eosin stain, 20x



Ancillary Tests?

Differential Diagnosis?Differential Diagnosis?



Lung, left, CT-guided fine needle 
aspiration:

Malignant tumor cells present 
derived from adenocarcinoma

409

derived from adenocarcinoma



Lung, left mass, biopsy:

Metastatic colonic adenocarcinoma.  



Lung, left, biopsy:
Hematoxylin and eosin stain, 20x



Lung, left, biopsy, IHC:

CK20

CK7



TTF1

Lung, left, biopsy, IHC:

CDX2 



Colorectal Adenocarcinoma

� 2nd leading cause of cancer death
� Incidence 

� Colon carcinoma - 33.7 per 100,000
� Rectal carcinoma – 12.8 per 100,000

� African Americans highest incidence, � African Americans highest incidence, 
Hispanics and American Indians lowest

� Male sex, increasing age, familial 
predisposition strong risk factors

� Chromosomal instability present in up to 
85% of colorectal cancers

� Mutations in K-RAS, and p53 gene
50-70%



Suggested Panels for the Suggested Panels for the 
Classification of Various TumorsClassification of Various Tumors

Tumor Type Common Immunomarkers

Carcinomas Pankeratin, CK 7 and CK 20,TTF-1, Napsin-A, 
(Epithelial Tumors) CDX-2, CalR, CK 5/6, RCC, PAX-8, CEA, 

EMA, B72.3, Hep-Par1

Lymphomas CD45, CD 3, CD 20, CD 30, CD 15, 
Kappa, Lambda, CD138 (plasma cell)

Sarcomas S-100, Myogenin, MSA, SMA, Vimentin
(Mesenchymal Tumors) CD 99, CD 31, CD 34, C-kit

Melanoma S-100, HMB-45, Melan-A, Cytokeratin (-)

Neural/NE Chromogranin, Synaptophysin, CD 56, GFAP


